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LET US BUILD your dream home or 
renovate where you already call home.
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You know how great you feel when you finish your favorite outfit 
with just the right accessories to pull the entire look together? 
Your home should give you that same feeling…completely put 
together, polished but not overdone or impersonal.

Design professionals use the magic of styling to give a room 
personality – your personality. Styling done right is NOT staging, 
which intentionally depersonalizes a space. Styling does just the 
opposite, it creates warmth and a sense of calm in your everyday 
living space. 

You might be asking why you need a professional to bring in 
the life and energy that reflects you and your family.  There are 
a few reasons. As objective “outsiders,” we know how to curate 
a collection of tasteful touches that may never have occurred to 
you, yet fit right in and become  personal to your home. Plus, 
we have a vast array of sources from which to draw. And we 
understand the balance that keeps any space from looking 
over accessorized and cluttered. Last, we don’t waste money on 
purchases that won’t stand the test of time.

WHERE TO STYLE

Styling one room or many should be a consideration whether 
you have lived in your home for years or have just renovated a 
space or built your dream home.  A lovely tray skillfully styled 
and placed on an ottoman. An entry table that says “welcome 
to our home.” A kitchen counter that reflects a sense of love for 
well prepared food and drink. A mantle or bookcase that invites 
visitors to get to know something about you and your family.  
Unexpected pops of color in artwork and pillows. 

For us, styling is the final touch. Without it, you may have a 
beautiful space but it won’t feel finished. Styling is what helps 
turn a house into a home.

Joanne Turner & Marty McDevitt

Get Stylin'


